The following are frequencies used for SKYWARN nets around the Memphis CWA. Also listed are information and training nets related to SKYWARN. Where no SKYWARN nets are known to exist, other 2 meter repeaters are listed.

### PRIMARY SKYWARN
- 146.820 MHz Memphis

### ALTERNATE SKYWARN
- 146.880 MHz Memphis

### AREA-WIDE HF
- 3.862.0 LSB

### DISTRICT 1
- SKYWARN Net 147.165 MHz Craighead County
- (Training Net THU 9 PM)
- Alternate SKYWARN 146.610 MHz Craighead County
- Others 145.410 MHz Randolph County
- 147.045 MHz Lawrence County
- 145.470 MHz Greene County

### DISTRICT 2
- SKYWARN Net 146.985 MHz Dunklin County
- SKYWARN Net 146.670 MHz Mississippi County
- SKYWARN Net 146.925 MHz Mississippi County, MO (New Madrid)

### DISTRICT 3
- SKYWARN Net 147.150 MHz Crittenden County Cross
- Linkto other areas 449.775 MHz County (simplex)
- Others 146.550 MHz

### DISTRICT 4
- SKYWARN Net 146.910 MHz Desoto County

### DISTRICT 5
- Others 147.000 MHz Yalobusha County

### DISTRICT 6
- NE MS SKYWARN Net 147.380 MHz Lee County Monroe
- (MON 8 PM)
- Welcome Net 146.940 MHz County Monroe
- (MON 830 PM)
- SKYWARN Net 147.270 MHz County
- works with MS State Net